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Abstract
Background: Statins have proven efficacy in the reduction of cardiovascular events, but the financial impact of its widespread 
use can be substantial.

Objective: To conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis of three statin dosing schemes in the Brazilian Unified National Health 
System (SUS) perspective.

Methods: We developed a Markov model to evaluate the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) of low, intermediate and 
high intensity dose regimens in secondary and four primary scenarios (5%, 10%, 15% and 20% ten-year risk) of prevention 
of cardiovascular events. Regimens with expected low-density lipoprotein cholesterol reduction below 30% (e.g. simvastatin 
10 mg) were considered as low dose; between 30-40%, (atorvastatin 10mg, simvastatin 40mg), intermediate dose; and above 
40% (atorvastatin 20-80 mg, rosuvastatin 20 mg), high-dose statins. Effectiveness data were obtained from a systematic review 
with 136,000 patients. National data were used to estimate utilities and costs (expressed as International Dollars – Int$). 
A willingness-to-pay (WTP) threshold equal to the Brazilian gross domestic product per capita (circa Int$11,770) was applied. 

Results: Low dose was dominated by extension in the primary prevention scenarios. In the five scenarios, the ICER of 
intermediate dose was below Int$10,000 per QALY. The ICER of the high versus intermediate dose comparison was above 
Int$27,000 per QALY in all scenarios. In the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves, intermediate dose had a probability above 
50% of being cost-effective with ICERs between Int$ 9,000-20,000 per QALY in all scenarios.

Conclusions: Considering a reasonable WTP threshold, intermediate dose statin therapy is economically attractive, and 
should be a priority intervention in prevention of cardiovascular events in Brazil. (Arq Bras Cardiol. 2015; 104(1):32-44)

Keywords: Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA Reductase Inhibitors; Cardiovascular Diseases; Prevention; Cost-Benefit Analysis; 
Unified Health System.

The cost-effectiveness of statins in CVE prevention 
has been appraised in numerous studies in different 
countries5, with incremental cost-effectiveness ratios 
(ICERs) showing considerable variation. Compared 
with placebo, statins generally have acceptable ICERs 
according to the willingness-to-pay (WTP) thresholds of 
most countries, especially in secondary CV prevention6,7, 
with more conflicting results in primary CV prevention1,8,9. 
In studies comparing high- versus low-intensity schemes, 
the conclusions show great variation10,11. These analyses, 
however, were conducted in high-income countries, with 
limited transferability to Brazil, given the different cost 
parameters and willingness-to-pay thresholds12.

In Brazil, national treatment guidelines recommend 
statins for secondary CV prevention or for individuals with 
high low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels13. 
Statins were introduced in the Brazilian healthcare system in 
2002. Although access to these drugs has been progressively 
facilitated with inclusion of simvastatin in the primary care 
pharmacy, their availability to the population is neither 
universal nor available on a regular basis. 

Introduction
The efficacy of statins has been studied in several large 

randomized clinical trials (RCTs), and the pooled results of 
these trials showed reduction of cardiovascular events (CVEs) 
in various scenarios1-3. Of utmost importance is the expected 
large proportion of adults who would fulfill criteria for 
prevention of cardiovascular events and require statin therapy. 
Current annual expenditures with statins in the Brazilian 
Unified National Health System (SUS) is approximately 
65,000,000 international dollars (Int$), of which the largest 
market share belongs to atorvastatin4. 
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There is no consensus among distinct healthcare systems on 
whether to broadly offer statins for cardiovascular prevention. 
Considering recently revised international guidelines14, current 
aspects to be addressed are: 1) what the optimal intensity of 
therapy is, and 2) what should be the 10-year cardiovascular 
risk threshold to initiate statin therapy. These definitions are 
of particular importance for Brazil, considering the financial 
and healthcare impact of such choices. Therefore, the purpose 
of this study was to conduct a cost-utility analysis from the 
Brazilian Unified National Health System (SUS) perspective 
of three different regimens of statins (high, moderate and 
low intensity) in both primary and secondary prevention of 
CV events.

Methods

Target Population
There were two target populations in this study. The first 

target population was comprised of male and female patients 
from 45 to 85 years old in secondary prevention of CV events, 
who recently suffered a first qualifying event: stable angina 
(SA), myocardial infarction (MI) or stroke. The second target 
population included men and women in primary prevention, 
who had a 10-year risk of hard CV events varying from 5% to 
20%. Some examples (using the Framingham risk prediction 
equations15) of the risk profile of primary prevention patients 
are given below:

A person with a 5% risk could be a 45-49 years old male, 
with total cholesterol (TC) of 160-199 mg/dL and high-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) of 35-44 mg/dL, with a systolic 
blood pressure (SBP) of 120-129 mmHg, non-smoker and 
non-diabetic.

A 10% risk in ten years is depicted by a 50-54 years 
old female, with TC of 160-199 mg/dL and HDL-C of 
35-44 mg/dL, with a SBP of 140-149 mmHg, non-smoker 
and non-diabetic.

A 15% risk is illustrated by a 60-64 years old male, with 
TC of 160-199 mg/dL and HDL-C of 45-49 mg/dL, with a 
SBP higher than 150 mmHg, non-smoker and non-diabetic.

Finally, a 20% risk could be represented by a 50-54 years 
old female, with TC of 160-199 mg/dL and HDL-C of 45-49 
mg/dL, with a SBP of 140-149 mmHg, smoker and diabetic.

Interventions evaluations and effectiveness estimation
Three statin strategies were evaluated: high-, moderate- 

and low-intensity regimens. The benefit of statins was modeled 
through reduction of non-fatal MIs, strokes and CV deaths.  
To determine clinical effectiveness for each alternative strategy, 
a systematic review in MEDLINE and Cochrane CENTRAL was 
conducted, in which we searched for clinical trials comparing 
any statin against placebo, usual care or other statin, in which 
at least one of the aforementioned outcomes was assessed. 
The details of this systematic review have been previously 
described16. Briefly, treatments were categorized according 
to the expected LDL cholesterol reduction. Regimens with 
an expected LDL cholesterol reduction of up to 30% (such as 
simvastatin 10 mg and pravastatin 20-40 mg) were considered 

low-dose statins; between 30% and 40% (atorvastatin 10 mg, 
fluvastatin 60-80 mg, lovastatin 30-40 mg, simvastatin 
20-40 mg), moderate dose; and over 40% (atorvastatin 
20-80 mg and rosuvastatin 20 mg), high dose17.

Only studies with duration of 6 months or more and a total 
number of patients greater than 100 were included. We excluded 
trials that focused on distinct clinical settings, namely, patients with 
advanced renal disease, heart failure, and studies that included 
exclusively patients of Asian origin (for whom the response to 
statins is markedly heightened as compared to Caucasians)18. 

Studies were then divided into primary or secondary CV 
prevention according to the characteristics of included patients; 
trials with mixed sets of populations (more than 15% primary 
prevention patients in studies with a predominant secondary 
prevention subjects, or vice versa) were excluded. The systematic 
review yielded 26 secondary prevention studies (73,634 patients) 
and 14 primary prevention studies (62,905 patients), which are 
displayed in Table 1.

The meta-analysis model chosen was the Bayesian mixed 
treatment comparison (MTC) approach, in order to include both 
direct and indirect evidence19, except in cases where only direct 
evidence was available, for which a conventional random-effects 
meta-analysis was carried out. The relative risks (RR) for events 
of high-, moderate- and low-dose statins against no statin are 
displayed in Table 2. We assumed that the effectiveness of statins 
was maintained constant throughout life, similar to other statin 
cost-effectiveness models20-22.

Economic Models 
Five microsimulation Markov models were constructed: one 

for secondary and the remainder for primary prevention patients 
(with 10-year risks for CV events ranging from 5% to 20%). 
All models contained three statin strategies (low, moderate and 
high dose) and a no-statin arm.

The secondary prevention model included the following 
initial health states: post-MI, post-stable angina, and post-stroke. 
The primary prevention models also included an event-free 
state, where all patients started in the simulations. A simplified 
schematic representation of the models is displayed in Figure 1.

Each model simulated cohorts of patients with distributions 
of gender and starting age according to the Brazilian general 
population between 45 and 85 years old23. Age-dependent non-
cardiovascular mortality rates were estimated from the National 
Brazilian Vital Statistics life tables24. Baseline risks for initial CV 
events in the primary prevention models were pre-determined, 
with ten-year risks ranging from 5% to 20%. National data was 
missing for some the estimation of some parameters in the model, 
and population-based estimates from the United Kingdom 
were applied for: (1) proportions of angina, MI, stroke or CV 
death as a first CV event for the primary prevention models; (2) 
proportions of angina, MI and stroke as initial health states in the 
secondary prevention model; (3) transition probabilities between 
the angina, MI, stroke and death states in all models, stratified 
by age and gender1.

Costs were expressed in International Dollars (Int$), using the 
2011 conversion rate reported by the World Bank, in which 1 
Int$ = 1.81 R$. Effectiveness was measured in quality-adjusted 
life years (QALYs). The discount rate for costs and effects used 
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throughout the model was 5% per year. We conducted our 
analysis from the perspective of a public third-party payer (SUS) 
with a lifetime horizon. Each microsimulation was run with 
200,000 trials. The software used for the models was TreeAge 
Pro 2009 (TreeAge Software, Inc., Williamstown, Massachusetts).

Utilities
Two studies from Brazilian patients were used to derive utility 

data for the ischemic heart disease25  and event-free states26. 
No prior national study has estimated the effect of stroke on utility 
values. In the Ward et al. paper, the utility of stroke was equivalent 
to 80% of the MI utility, and we applied this proportion in our 
MI utility to estimate the stroke utility in the model (Table 1). 

Costs
Direct medical costs were calculated based on both initial 

treatment costs and future medical procedures. Hospitalization 
costs for acute MI and acute stroke were extracted from 
Brazilian SUS data, which included the average national cost 
for these admissions for the year 201127. The annual cost of 
care for patients with previous MI or stable angina (including 
all medications except statins, laboratory tests, revascularization 
procedures and medical visits) were derived from a study 
previously published by our group, adjusted for inflation28. 
The annual cost of care for patients with previous stroke was 
calculated based on expert neurologist opinion that considered 
cost data, including medications, outpatient visits, rehabilitation 

therapies and exams from a post-stroke clinic. The annual cost 
of care of primary prevention was estimated from expected 
resources consumption of 5% to 20% 10-year risk patients, 
including medications, laboratory and cardiology (EKG, 
echocardiogram, treadmill test) exams, and outpatient visits. All 
costs represent public reimbursement values. 

Calculated statin costs assumed group representatives: 
atorvastatin 20 mg, simvastatin 40 mg and simvastatin 10 mg 
for high-, moderate- and low-dose strategies. These drugs were 
selected according to the prescription patterns observed in the 
Brazilian SUS. The price per pill paid by the Brazilian government 
for these drugs was Int$0.58, Int$0.09 and Int$0.04, respectively. 
The final drug prices used in the models also included its 
distribution cost. According to an unpublished study conducted in 
the Brazilian SUS, the general distribution cost for each pill would 
be equivalent to Int$0.035 (Mengue S, personal communication).  

Sensitivity Analyses 
We performed sensitivity analyses on most model parameters 

and also a second-order Monte Carlo simulation (probabilistic 
sensitivity analysis or PSA) with 1,000 samples. The treatment 
effect parameters were the RRs for MI, stroke and CV death. 
These were evaluated in conjunction in the sensitivity analysis. 
For example, the evaluation of the lowest estimate of each dose-
effectiveness was obtained simultaneously employing the upper 
limits of the RRs of MI, stroke and CV death found for treatment 
with that dose. RRs were varied between the boundaries of the 

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of the cost-effectiveness models.
* If a patient in the post-stroke state had a diagnosis of stable angina, he would remain in the same state, but with a tracker variable signaling the angina diagnosis.
§ The structure of the secondary prevention model was similar, with the exception of the “No previous CVD” Markov state, which was omitted. CV: cardiovascular; 
CVD: cardiovascular disease; MI: myocardial infarction; SA: stable angina.
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Table 1 – Characteristics of studies included in the systematic review

Study Year Patients 
randomized

Interventions
(mg/day) Type of comparison Mean 

age
Follow-
up (yrs)

Primary prevention

   ACAPS 1994 919 L30 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 61.7 2.8

   AFCAPS/TexCAPS 1998 6,605 L30 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 58.7 5.2

   ALLHAT-LLT 2002 10,355 P40 vs UC Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 66.4 4.8

   ASCOT-LLA 2003 10,305 A10 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 63.2 3.3

   CAIUS 1996 305 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 55.0 3

   CARDS 2004 2,838 A10 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 62.0 4

   DALI 2001 145 A80 vs A10 vs placebo High vs. moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 59.4 0.6

   HYRIM 2005 568 F40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 57.1 4

   JUPITER 2008 17,802 R20 vs placebo High dose vs. placebo/no treatment 66.0 1.9

   KAPS 1995 447 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 57.4 3

   Mohler 2003 240 A80 vs A10 vs placebo High vs. moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 68.0 1

   PREVEND IT 2004 864 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 51.3 3.8

   WOSCOPS 1995 6,595 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 55.2 4.9

Secondary prevention

   3T 2003 1,093 A30 vs S35 High vs. moderate dose 62.8 1

   4S 1994 4,444 S30 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 58.0 5.4

   ALLIANCE 2004 2,442 A40 vs UC High dose vs. placebo/no treatment 61.2 4.3

   A-to-Z 2004 4,497 S80 vs S20 High vs. moderate dose 61.0 2

   CARE 1996 4,159 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 59.0 5

   CCAIT 1994 331 L40 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 53.8 2

   CIS 1997 254 S40 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 49.3 2.3

   CLAPT 1999 226 L40 vs UC Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 53.9 2

   FLARE 1999 834 F80 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 60.5 0.8

   FLORIDA 2002 540 F80 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 60.5 1

   GISSI-P 2000 4,271 P30 vs UC Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 59.9 2

   IDEAL 2005 8,888 A80 vs S20 High vs. moderate dose 61.7 4.8

   LIPID 1998 9,014 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 62.0 6.1

   LIPS 2002 1,677 F80 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 60.0 3.9

   LiSA 1999 365 F60 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 59.8 1

   MAAS 1994 381 S20 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 55.3 4

   PLAC I 1995 408 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 57.0 3

   PLAC II 1995 151 P30 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 62.0 3

   PREDICT 1997 695 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 58.4 0.5

   PROVE IT - TIMI 2004 4,162 A80 vs P40 High vs. low dose 58.2 2

   REGRESS 1995 884 P40 vs placebo Low dose vs. placebo/no treatment 56.2 2

   REVERSAL 2004 502 A80 vs P40 High vs. low dose 56.2 1.5

   SAGE 2007 891 A80 vs P40 High vs. low dose 72.5 1

   SCAT 2000 460 S30 vs placebo Moderate dose vs. placebo/no treatment 61.0 4

   Schmermund 2006 366 A80 vs A10 High vs. moderate dose 61.5 1

   SEARCH 2010 12,064 S80 vs S20 High vs. moderate dose 64.2 6.7

   SPARCL 2006 4,731 A80 vs placebo High dose vs. placebo/no treatment 62.8 4.9

   TNT 2005 10,001 A80 vs A10 High vs. moderate dose 60.5 4.9

A: atorvastatin; F: fluvastatin; L: lovastatin; P: pravastatin; R: rosuvastatin; S: simvastatin; UC: usual care.
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meta-analyses’ credible intervals; the distribution used for these 
parameters was log-normal. 

Costs were varied between ± 50% of their original values 
and were modeled through a triangular distribution in the 
probabilistic sensitivity analysis. We used a beta distribution for 
utilities and its 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles set the boundaries 
for one-way sensitivity analyses. Discounts for costs and utilities 
varied between 0% and 10% and followed a uniform distribution. 

We also created an alternative scenario of statin costs using 
the lowest sale price of generic statins (Table 1).

To appraise the influence of parameter variation in the model, 
we performed the following:

In each of the five scenarios, we determined which statin 
would be used, according to a pre-defined WTP threshold of 
Int$11,770, equal to the Brazilian gross domestic product (GDP) 
per capita in 201129. In each scenario, only one strategy would 
be chosen: for example, if (1) the low dose dominated no statin, 
(2) the moderate dose had an ICER of Int$6,000 versus low dose, 
and (3) the high dose had an ICER of Int$30,000 versus moderate 
dose, than the moderate dose would be the statin of choice.

These analyses were performed at lower and higher estimates 
of selected parameters, to evaluate if the statin of choice was 
altered by the uncertainties in these parameters. 

The WTP equal to the country’s GDP per capita was chosen 
according to the definition of the World Health Organization 
(WHO) of ICER values that should be regarded as highly 
cost-effective30.

Results

Base case results 
Discounted lifetime costs and utilities of the four strategies 

in the five scenarios are displayed in Table 3. Within the time 
frame provided by the study’s horizon, estimated QALYs ranged 
from 8.11 to 10.57 and cumulative costs ranged from Int$1,006 
to Int$16,825 in the no-statin group. In a ten-year period, the 
proportion of patients suffering events (SA, MI, stroke and CV 
death) in the primary prevention models in this group were as 
follows: 4.63% in the 5% ten-year risk group, 9.46% in the 10% 
ten-year risk, 14.16% in the 15% ten-year risk, and 18.93% in 
the 20% ten-year risk. The reason that the event rate was lower 
than the defined event rate in the model’s equations is that the 
population susceptible to these events diminished throughout 
time due to non-CV deaths. 

The ICERs in secondary prevention were as follows: Int$2,827 
per QALY in the low dose versus no-statin comparison, 
Int$3,526 per QALY in the moderate versus low-dose analysis, 
and Int$40,418 per QALY in the high versus moderate-dose 
assessment (Table 2).

The primary prevention models were modified based on the 
results found with the secondary prevention model. Considering 
the very favorable ICER of the moderate dose in secondary 
prevention, we assumed that patients who started on low dose 
or received no statin in the primary prevention models were 
prescribed moderate doses after a CV event. Assessing the 
simulation span, the proportion of patients migrating to secondary 

prevention in the no-statin strategy throughout the models was 
10.6% in the 5% ten-year risk model and 35.8% in the 20% 
ten-year risk model.

In all primary prevention scenarios, the low dose was 
dominated by extension. Across the scenarios, the moderate 
dose versus no-statin comparison showed base case ICERs 
between Int$2,081 and Int$9,644 per QALY, and the high versus 
moderate dose showed base case ICERs between Int$26,667 and 
Int$95,292 per QALY (Table 2). Therefore, in all five scenarios, 
the preferred regimen would be the moderate-dose statin in the 
base case, considering the WTP of Int$11,770 per QALY.

Sensitivity analyses
In the secondary prevention model, the only parameters that 

influenced overall results were the effectiveness of the various 
statin regimens; other parameters had no significant impact. 
When the effectiveness of the low-dose regimen was set to its 
maximum or the effectiveness of moderate dose was set to its 
minimum, the low-dose statin would be preferred. On the other 
hand, when the effects of high dose were maximized, this would 
be the preferred regimen. 

In the primary prevention models, the maximization of 
low-dose effectiveness or minimization of moderate-dose 
effectiveness also resulted in the low-dose regimen being the 
most cost-effective. In the 5% ten-year risk scenario, the low 
dose would also be preferred if its cost was set to its minimum or 
if the moderate-dose cost was maximal. The no-statin regimen 
would be the preferred strategy only in three situations, all in 
the 5% ten-year risk scenario: minimum general population 
utility, minimal moderate-dose effectiveness and higher discount 
rate. The high-dose regimen would be considered the most 
cost-effective regimen in only two conditions: maximum high-
dose effectiveness (20% ten-year risk scenario) or minimum 
high-dose costs (in both 20% and 15% ten-year risk scenario). 
Under several uncertainties considered in the sensitivity analyses, 
for the majority of scenarios the moderate dose was the most 
cost-effective strategy and was not affected by variation of other 
model parameters.

In the alternative setting using retail sales prices for statins, 
a major impact throughout all risk groups was observed. If the 
retail sales price was applied rather than the lower government 
cost, the low-dose regimen would be the preferred choice in 
secondary prevention, and in the 20% and 15% ten-year risk 
setting, the most cost-effective option would be no statin in the 
other two primary prevention scenarios.

Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves
The cost-effectiveness acceptability curves generated with 

the 1,000 samples from each model’s second-order Monte 
Carlo simulation are displayed in Figure 2. The moderate-dose 
strategy showed to be the leading probability of being cost-
effective, compared to all other strategies, from thresholds as low 
as Int$4,000 per QALY (except for the 5% ten-year risk scenario, 
where this occurred above the threshold of circa Int$10,000). 
Considering thresholds between one and two times the Brazilian 
GDP per capita, the moderate-dose strategy was the most cost-
effective option across all scenarios, with probabilities ranging 
from 50% to 70% on average.
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Table 2 – Base case estimates and ranges used in sensitivity analyses

Input variable Base case value Range Distribution Source
Statin effectiveness: relative risks vs no statin
   Myocardial infarction
     Primary prevention
        Low dose 0.76 0.57 - 0.97 Log normal 40
        Intermediate dose 0.65 0.50 - 0.85 Log normal 40
        High dose 0.39 0.22 - 0.64 Log normal 40
     Secondary prevention
        Low dose 0.74 0.65 - 0.84 Log normal 40
        Intermediate dose 0.68 0.59 - 0.78 Log normal 40
        High dose 0.58 0.50 - 0.67 Log normal 40
   Cardiovascular death
     Primary prevention
        Low dose 0.85 0.72 - 1.01 Log normal 40
        Intermediate dose 0.85 0.72 - 1.01 Log normal 40
        High dose 0.81 0.70 - 0.93 Log normal 40
     Secondary prevention
        Low dose 0.83 0.69- 1.03 Log normal 40
        Intermediate dose 0.72 0.58 - 0.89 Log normal 40
        High dose 0.68 0.53 - 0.85 Log normal 40
   Stroke
     Primary prevention
        Low dose 0.94 0.63 - 1.36 Log normal 40
        Intermediate dose 0.70 0.47 - 1.00 Log normal 40
        High dose 0.56 0.29 - 1.00 Log normal 40
     Secondary prevention
        Low dose 0.85 0.72 - 0.98 Log normal 40
        Intermediate dose 0.85 0.72 - 0.98 Log normal 40
        High dose 0.77 0.64 - 0.90 Log normal 40
Costs (Int$)
   Annual cost of care
     Previous MI or SA 1,699 849 – 2,548 Triangular 28
     Stroke 571 286 – 857 Triangular Own estimate
     Stroke - additional first year a 268 134 – 403 Triangular Own estimate
     Primary prevention, 5% risk in 10 years 18 9 – 27 Triangular Own estimate
     Primary prevention, 10% risk in 10 years 56 28 – 84 Triangular Own estimate
     Primary prevention, 15% risk in 10 years 475 238 – 713 Triangular Own estimate
     Primary prevention, 20% risk in 10 years 575 288 – 862 Triangular Own estimate
   Acute MI hospitalization 1,501 751 – 2,253 Triangular 27
   Acute stroke hospitalization 680 341 – 1,021 Triangular 27
   Low dose statin - annual cost 26 13 – 39 Triangular Information from MOH
     Alternative scenario 65 - - 41
   Intermediate dose statin - annual cost 45 22 – 67 Triangular Information from MOH
     Alternative scenario 231 - - 41
   High dose statin - annual cost 224 112 – 335 Triangular Information from MOH
     Alternative scenario 410 - - 41
Utilities
   General population 0.80 0.63 - 0.93 Beta 26
   Previous MI or SA 0.74 0.61 - 0.86 Beta 25
   Stroke 0.60 0.49 - 0.69 Beta Own estimate
Discount rate (cost and effectiveness) 5% 0% - 10% Uniform 42

a: speech and physical therapy; MI: myocardial infarction; MOH: Ministry of Health; SA: stable angina. All effectiveness data are based on our previous meta-analysis, 
with the stratification of the data according to type of prevention (primary or secondary) in the clinical trials.
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We performed alternative sets of second-order Monte 
Carlo simulations, where statins costs were fixed at the retail 
sales prices. In the 5% scenario, the no-statin strategy was the 
most cost-effective option considering a WTP threshold as 
high as Int$40,000 per QALY (Figure 2). In the other primary 
prevention scenarios, the probability of the low dose being 
more cost-effective than the no-statin strategy increased as a 
result of escalating 10-year event risk (Figure 3). As opposed to 
the base case scenarios, the high dose, rather than the moderate 
dose, was the one that surpassed the low dose as the more 
cost-effective strategy at higher WTP values. In the secondary 
prevention scenario, the low dose had a higher probability of 
being cost-effective from thresholds between Int$5,000 and 
Int$18,000 per QALY. 

Discussion
In this cost-effectiveness study, designed to evaluate the 

relative economic value of different intensity statin therapies 
from the perspective of the Brazilian SUS, the moderate-dose 
scheme was the most attractive option. All moderate-dose 
ICERs were lower than the threshold suggested by the WHO 
to consider a technology as very attractive from the cost-
effectiveness viewpoint, a threshold  equal to the GDP per 
capita30, (Int$11,770) for Brazil in 201131. These results were 
consistent in the second-order Monte Carlo simulations, in which 
the moderate-dose strategy was the most cost-effective option 

across all scenarios with WTP values as low as Int$10,000 per 
QALY, with a probability higher than 50% in all scenarios at the 
Int$11,770 threshold.

One could argue that the WHO Choice initiative also 
suggests using 3 times GDP per capita as cost-effective threshold 
for middle income countries. Under such WTP limit, still 
intermediate dose statin would be the most attractive option 
for most patients. Nonetheless, a more conservative approach 
was applied considering that this technology is being used for 
primary prevention, in very prevalent settings for a large number 
of patients, and for long periods of time.

The most important factor in our analyses was the very low 
cost of the generic simvastatin 40 mg purchased directly by the 
Brazilian government compared to atorvastatin 20 mg. As with 
other middle-income countries, Brazil imports some generic 
drugs (including simvastatin) from the Asian market at very low 
costs. In the alternative scenario, in which we used the retail sales 
price for generic statins in Brazil, the results were quite different. 
In the very low risk patients (5% ten-year risk), the no-statin 
strategy predominated in WTP as high as Int$40,000 per QALY.  
Based on this analysis, statins would be used only in the 20% 
ten-year risk scenario and in secondary prevention, but with a 
low- rather than a moderate-dose regimen. Another interesting 
aspect is that, accepting higher WTP thresholds, the high dose 
(and not the moderate) surpassed the low dose as being the 
most cost effective (Figure 3). Such disparity in comparison to the 
base case scenarios was caused by two factors: first, the relative 

Table 3 – Base case analysis. Costs, effectiveness and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios for alternative treatment strategies in secondary 
and primary prevention

Secondary prevention Primary prevention, 20% risk Primary prevention, 15% risk

Treatment Costs 
(Int$) QALYs ICER Costs 

(Int$) QALYs ICER Costs 
(Int$) QALYs ICER

No statin Int$ 
16,825 8.11 - Int$ 

9,056 9.99 - Int$ 7,627 10.19 -

Low dose Int$ 
17,430 8.32  Int$ 2,827 a Int$ 

9,224 10.06  Dominated d Int$ 7,817 10.25  Dominated d

Intermediate dose Int$ 
17,892 8.46  Int$ 3,526 b  Int$ 

9,364 10.14  Int$ 2,081 a  Int$ 7,954 10.31  Int$ 2,819 a  

High dose Int$ 
20,115 8.51  Int$ 40,418 c  Int$ 

11,524 10.22  Int$ 26,667 c   Int$ 10,148 10.37  Int$ 33,754 c   

 

Primary prevention, 10% risk Primary prevention, 5% risk

Treatment Costs 
(Int$) QALYs ICER Costs 

(Int$) QALYs ICER

No statin Int$ 
2,175 10.36 - Int$ 

1,006 10.57 -

Low dose Int$ 
2,356 10.40 Dominated d Int$ 

1,267 10.59  Dominated d

Intermediate dose Int$ 
2,470 10.44  Int$ 3,554 a  Int$ 

1,440 10.62  Int$ 9,644 a  

High dose Int$ 
4,661 10.49  Int$ 47,630 c   Int$ 

3,727 10.64  Int$ 95,292 c   

a: against no statin; b: against low dose; c: against intermediate dose; d: dominated by extension; QALY: quality-adjusted life year; ICER: incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio. 
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Figure 2 – Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves of the five base-case scenarios (secondary and primary prevention, with ten-year risks ranging between 5% and 20% 
in the latter) and of the 5% ten-year risk primary prevention alternative scenario with statin prices fixed at the retail sales prices of the drugs. 
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difference between statin prices in the alternative scenarios is 
not similar to the one observed in the base case, where the 
difference between low and moderate dose is minimal and 
between these two and high dose is significant. 

Second, high-dose effectiveness in primary prevention 
is much greater when compared to the other two statin 
strategies, especially considering MI incidence reduction. 
Although the relative risks used in both base case and retail 
sales price models are the same, the very large difference in 
statin costs in the base case blunts the effectiveness of the 
high-dose strategy, with a consequent high ICER. It should 
be kept in mind, however, that the meta-analysis results 
used to estimate the high dose effectiveness was significantly 
determined by the JUPITER study32, of which methods have 
been questioned in the literature33. Conversely, the secondary 
prevention alternative scenario had results more consistent 
with the base case: in the range of Int$ 24,000 – 47,000 per 
QALY, which is equivalent to 2-4 times the Brazilian GPD per 

capita, the intermediate dose had the highest probability of 
being the most cost-effective option.

At first glance, the lower ICERs observed in the higher 
risk primary prevention scenarios, when compared to 
secondary prevention, seems contradictory. The explanation 
for this phenomenon lies in the large annual cost of care of 
patients with previous vascular events in Brazil, especially 
when compared with the expenditures due to acute events, 
proportionally lower than that observed in high-income 
countries. Consequently, although statins prevent a larger 
absolute number of events in secondary prevention, the 
proportional cost of events in the primary prevention is 
much larger, because this value is the sum of the acute event 
expenditure plus the difference in costs between secondary 
and primary prevention (equal to Int$1,124 in the 20% ten-
year risk scenario, for example) multiplied by the number of 
years that the patient lives in secondary prevention after his 
first event. 

Figure 3 – Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves of alternative scenarios (secondary prevention and 10% to 20% ten-year risk primary prevention), where statin 
prices were fixed at the retail sales prices of the drugs. The curves show the probabilities that the various statin doses would be cost-effective at varying threshold cost-
effectiveness values.
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  Several cost-effectiveness studies evaluating statins in other 
countries generally showed acceptable cost-effectiveness ratios for 
patients in secondary prevention or high risk primary prevention 
populations. Nonetheless, the methods and assumptions used 
in these investigations were different from those of our study.  
Firstly, the majority of these studies were either economic 
evaluations piggybacked on RCTs6,9,20,21 or modeling approaches 
in which the effectiveness parameters were based on only a few 
RCTs7,34,35. By contrast, in our study, the effectiveness data were 
based on more than 136,000 patients from 40 RCTs. Although the 
study by Ward et al. performed a comprehensive meta-analysis on 
statin effectiveness, their comparison was between statin and no 
treatment, combining all statins and intensity regimes1. Secondly, 
many of these studies evaluated cost-effectiveness using the cost of 
brand name statins, having been performed before the availability 
of lower cost generic formulations. Furthermore, our study was 
conducted in a middle-income country, where costs of drugs, 
ambulatory care of patients and hospital care of vascular events are 
significantly less than in other countries1,11,36. Finally, our study was 
the first to our knowledge to include three statin intensity regimes 
and a control group, allowing a broader view of these drugs.

So far, only one economic evaluation of statins has been 
performed in Brazil, where the cost-effectiveness of atorvastatin 
10 mg and simvastatin 40 mg in secondary prevention were 
appraised37. The authors described dominance of simvastatin over 
both no treatment and atorvastatin, but the lack of a description 
of the details of the systematic review employed to determine the 
effectiveness of the treatments compromises the understanding 
of these results. 

The main strengths of our study were the systematic review 
performed, the comprehensive model employed and the division 
of statins into three groups. Our microsimulation modeling 
was built to track previous events and to use this information 
to interfere in future events, which is the cornerstone for the 
adequate representation of complex disease processes involved 
in cardiovascular disease prevention. The systematic review 
conducted to obtain the parameters for statin effectiveness was 
thorough and aggregated both direct and indirect evidence, 
combining all relevant randomized studies on statins. Finally, the 
majority of economic models thus far have compared strategies 
with a selected statin versus no treatment or high versus low dose. 
The availability of statins is currently vast, and the division of statins 
into three groups of potency therefore seems more reasonable.

Some limitations of our research should be mentioned.  
The lack of parameters for transitions between health states 
and for distribution of patients among initial health states (in the 
secondary prevention model) based on Brazilian data led us to 
apply parameters based on international data. For instance, the 
relative rates of mortality for stroke and cardiovascular disease are 
different in Brazil when compared to most high-income countries, 
although it is difficult to predict the impact that this would have on 
final results38. Another possible source of bias for our results is our 
estimation of statin effectiveness in primary prevention, which was 
based on studies in which the patients were generally of moderate 
or high risk. Therefore, the benefit of treatment in the 5% (and 
possibly in the 10%) ten-year risk scenario(s) could have been 
overestimated. Finally, the effectiveness estimates were based on 
clinical trial data, where patients usually have higher compliance 
to treatment, and therefore the treatment effects might have been 
overestimated. 

Conclusions
Statins have been available in the Brazilian SUS for ten years, 

with no formal economic evaluation performed to guide this 
decision process. Today, although prescriptions are centered on 
atorvastatin and simvastatin, all statins except rosuvastatin are 
offered in the pharmacy assistance program. The results of our 
study suggest that if the current prices of statin acquisition are 
maintained, the prescription of 40 mg of simvastatin for both 
primary and secondary prevention is highly cost-effective and 
therefore should be pursued, especially in secondary and high-risk 
primary prevention patients, where the magnitude of the benefit 
is greater and a national public health policy already endorses the 
use of statins.

Nonetheless, other criteria beyond clinical benefit and cost-
effectiveness ratios must be considered in the evaluation of the 
adoption of a technology, such as equity and accessibility, as well 
as the budget impact of such an implementation. Considering the 
enormous proportion of the population that have low to moderate 
CV risk (5% to 10% ten-year risks)39, the economic impact of 
widespread CV prevention with statins must also be evaluated, 
especially for prescription to those in the lower risk stratum, where 
the benefit of statins is limited. Conversely, our data demonstrate 
that the higher dose of atorvastatin at its current price is not 
justifiable, even for high-risk patients.
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